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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis studies the effect of mechanically controlled environment on cell migration and 
alignment in vitro. Understanding such behaviors are necessary to study wound healing of life, 
metastatic of cancer cells, tissue engineering, and regenerative medicines. First study is a cell 
migration behavior on stiffness controlled three-dimensional in vitro environment. The 
continuous stiffness gradient 3D environment is provided by the effective stiffness on a PDMS 
wavy pattern, and the relationship between stiffness gradient and the cell migration is analyzed. 
Next, the effect of cell-cell interaction on cell alignment on a PDMS wavy pattern is studied. The 
previous study about the cell alignment behavior with feature characteristics is repeated for 
further research. Lastly, we look at the cell development behavior on various micro scale 
structures. Tubule etching structures, ribbon-like 3D structures, and table structures are explored 
to observe the cell growth, migration, alignment, and even the effect of cells on those structures. 
Studying the mechanically controlled environment on cells would provide easier and more 
precise controllable methods for tissues engineering and regenerative medicine. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Definition of Mechanobiology 
 
1.1.1 Cell 
Cell is a smallest unit that consists of life. Cell forms our bodies, functions as a basic unit of 
organisms, and even exists as an individual life being. There are several features that define cell. 
Cells can: grow and reproduce, change shape and movement, respond to stimuli, regulate internal 
milieu, and die (Lodish et al., 2004). Among those characteristics, responding to external stimuli 
is an important feature for cell to adapt to the surrounding environment. For example, stem cells 
differentiate to specific cell line according to their surrounding matrix elasticity (Engler et al., 
2006). Although some cells are spherical and float around, most of cells in body have more 
elaborate shapes and need to attach the surrounding extra cellular matrix (Lodish et al., 2004). 
There are three types of filaments inside of cells which form the cytoskeleton: microfilaments, 
intermediate filaments, and microtubules. These filaments function as a structure support, frame 
of cell division, the intracellular transport of vesicles, and most importantly the host for cell 
locomotion and adhesion.  
 
1.1.2 Cell Migration and Alignment 
Cells have the ability to gather cues from their environment and respond to them in a wide 
variety of ways. Sometimes, attached cells take information from thousands of cues 
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simultaneously, producing a unified response that allows them to migrate and align in certain 
ways. (Ingber 2002). Especially, cell migration guidance and alignment have important roles 
such as morphogenesis (Juliano and Haskill, 1993), wound healing (Martin, 1997), and cancer 
invasion (Hadjipanayi, 2009). Cell migration typically refers the stretched cell locomotion to 
certain location, while cell alignment means the spatial shape change and development. The 
failure of cells to migrate or the migration of cells to inappropriate locations can result in 
abnormalities or have life-threatening consequences, such as congenital defects in brain 
development leading to mental disorders (Horwitz and Webb, 2000). Abnormal cell alignment 
might cause the cardiovascular disorders (Yang et al., 2006), musculoskeletal disorders (Bartels 
and Danneskiold-Samsoe, 1986), and the malfunction of nerve regeneration (Laulicht et al., 
2011).  
 
1.1.3 Mechanotransduction 
Due to these important features, controlling cell migration and alignment by changing the 
environment stimuli where cells grow is essential for biologist to achieve appropriate 
physiological outcomes (Lo, 2000). As described in Figure 1-1, there are several strategies to 
engineer cell migration and alignment such as mechanical loading, topographical patterning, 
surface chemical treatment, and electrical stimulation (Li, 2014). Among those, mechanical 
loading and topographical patterning are widely used strategies in vitro experiment. These 
stimulus, so called mechanotransduction signals, are converted to chemical signals and then 
integrated over time and space. To be specific, when forces are applied to entire organisms or 
individual cells, these forces are transmitted and distributed though their focal adhesion points. 
The adhesions are connected to the ECM, other cells, or the artificial scaffolds. Transmembrane 
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receptors on cell membrane are connected to the adhesion sites or work as focal adhesions 
(Wang et al., 1993). When these receptors sense a signal, they emit chemical signal to inside or 
outside of cells to regulate the cell development (Inberg, 2003). It is assumed that the magnitude 
of the response may be proportional to the strength and/or persistence of the signal (Ingber, 
2002). Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications are the most apparent 
examples where this controlling cell migration and alignment techniques can be used. Since the 
demand of organ and tissue transplants have increased recent years, tissue engineering and the 
regenerative medicine have emerged to provide alternative methods for tissue transplanting 
(Berthiaume et al. 2011). 
 
1.2 Cell Culturing and Imaging 
 
1.2.1 In vitro culturing 
Ultimately, the goal of the most of bio-related research including tissue engineering and 
regenerative medicine is to apply the knowledge and techniques to in vivo. However, biological 
systems have complex output (expression) and input (internal or external stimulation) which 
cannot be easily observed and controlled. Therefore, it is almost impossible to identify the effect 
of a single component on the whole biological system. In vitro experiment is thus indispensable 
to study the individual factors which potentially affect the biological organisms (P. M. Vignais 
and P. V. Vignais, 2010). Since the in vitro culturing simplifies the complex biological functions, 
the cell development and their overall behavior sometimes change in vitro. For example, when 
cells are isolated from human tissue and passaged down to more than 50 times, the growth rate of 
cells decrease significantly (Lodish et al., 2004).  
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Cell culturing in vitro can be distinguished into two-dimensional culture and three-dimensional 
culture. Simply, the 3D culturing is more similar to in vivo than 2D culturing since the cells 
inside the body are usually surrounded by three dimensional extra cellular matrix (ECM). The 
schematic picture of 2D and 3D culture is shown in Figure 1-1. 
 
1.2.2 Live cell imaging 
Rather than fixing cells and observe their structures, live cell imaging is more applicable for cell 
migration and alignment experiments to be able to observe the processes as they happen 
(Stephens and Allan, 2003). Not only is the microscopy system setting important, but 
maintaining the proper condition for cells also should be considered for live cell imaging. Since 
the cell migration and alignment are phenomena which take place for a comparably long time, it 
is essential to have a chamber which can provide general culture condition for cells. In the 
following studies, widefield phase contrast microscopy and fluorescent microscopy are used with 
a custom-made chamber. The setting is shown in Figure 1-2. 
 
1.3 Thesis topic 
 
The ultimate goal of this study is to understand and engineer the cell migration and alignment. 
Especially, we deal with the mechanotransduction application for controlling cell behavior in 2D 
and 3D environment. The thesis is composed of three parts, each chapters dealing with different 
topics for cell migration and alignment. In Chapter 2, we discuss about the cell migration in 3D 
in vitro culture driven by stiffness gradient. The study is motivated by the durotaxis phenomenon 
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and tries to reveal the clear relation between the stiffness of matrix and cell migration. Chapter 3 
deals with the cell alignment on 2D wavy patterns. Cell alignment guidance is considered with 
the previous work done by Grigola, and goes on to study the effect of cell-cell interaction on the 
cell alignment guidance of groove patterns. Lastly, Chapter 4 discusses the cell interaction with 
various micro structures. The focus of the study is to observe how cells interact with these 
unique scaffolds. 
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1.4 Figures 
 
 
 
Figure 1-2 Live cell imaging setting. The CO2 cylinder (green) is connected to the humidity control box (black), and 
the box is connected to the chamber on the microscope to provide 5% CO2 level and adequate humidity. The 
temperatue is controlled by PID. 
Figure1-1 in vitro Cell alignment schematic representation. Four different types of stimuli are described (A-D) 
including (A) mechanical loading such as substrate stretching or shear flow, (B) topographical patterning of 
substrates, (C) chemical treatment on surface, and (D) electrical stimulation. (E) illustrates the cell alignment 
schematic of 2D and 3D environment alignment (Li et al., 2014) 
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2. Cell Migration with Durotaxis 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
It is known that cells respond to various mechanical cues such as stretches on the substrate 
(Wang et al., 2001), sheer stress of fluid flow (Dewey et al., 1981), compression (Girton et al., 
2002), and topographical patterning of the substrate (Clark et al., 1991). Durotaxis, a 
phenomenon that cells move according to gradients in stiffness of their extra cellular matrix was 
first discovered by Lo and his collogues (Lo et al., 2000). The group created a discontinuity of 
gel stiffness and seeded cells, and showed that cells tend to migrate toward the stiffer gel. Ever 
since this study, many researchers have studied about the stiffness effects on cells and 
reproduced using different cell lines, experimental procedure, and stiffness gradient profiles 
(Roca-Cusachs, 2013). These studies include the effect of stiffness gradient on cell morphology 
(Isenberg et al., 2009, Yeung et al., 2005), migration pattern (Isenberg et al., 2009, Kidoaki et al., 
2008, Gray et al., 2002), and proliferation rate (Peyton et al., 2006).  
However, the most of the studies were performed in two-dimensional culture environment. Even 
with Polyacrylamide (PA) gel, the most widely used material for providing three-dimensional 
culture condition, the adhesion surface of the gel is limited to one surface causing cells to take 
more two-dimensional morphology (Baker and Chen, 2012). Furthermore, PA gels cannot 
provide extra cellular matrix environment to cells since they are synthetic. Therefore, an 
alternative ways to provide three-dimension culture environment must be used to consider the 
effect of stiffness gradient on cells in 3D culture condition. 
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Hadjipanayi performed cell migration experiment on 3D stiffness gradient environment, and 
showed that cells indeed move toward the stiffer region (Hadjipanayi et al. 2009). The 
experimental method was successful to provide true meaning of 3D culture environment with 
linearly increased stiffness gradient, however, the method requires to press collagen matrix 
which changes the density of fibers of the matrix. To solely observe the effect of stiffness 
gradient on cell migration, these density difference in matrix should be ruled out (Joaquin, 2014).  
The goal of this study is to consider the cell migration of several cell types on three dimensional 
culture environment with continuous stiffness gradient without changing other properties. 
Stiffness gradient 3D environment was prepared based on finite element modeling. Also, live 
cell imaging technique was used to capture the cell migration pattern on the substrate. The results 
were analyzed statistically and presented the relation between cell migration and stiffness 
gradient of the environment. 
 
2.2 Methods 
 
2.2.1 Cell Types 
Four types of cell lines were used in this study: MCF10A (ATCC® CRL-10317™), MDA-MB-
231 (ATCC® HTB-26™), HUVEC (ATCC® CRL-1730™), and C2C12 (ATCC® CRL-
1772™) cells. MCF10A cells are human breast epithelial cells with fibrocystic disease derived 
from 36 years old Caucasian female. MDA-MB-231 cells are also human breast epithelial cells 
but derived from 51 years old Caucasian female who had adenocarcinoma, and the cells were 
derived from the metastatic site. HUVEC cells are human vascular endothelium cells. C2C12 
cell line, on the other hand, is a mouse myoblast cell derived from a C3H mouse muscle. All the 
above mentioned cell lines are adherent cells which attach well to a normal culture dish without 
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any treatment when the proper medium and condition are provided. Cells were purchased and 
delivered directly from ATCC with frozen format, and immediately thawed in the laboratory. 
The thawing, culturing, passaging protocols are described in the following sections. Passage 
number from 5 to 25 cells were used in this whole study (Joaquin, 2014). 
 
2.2.2 Cell Culture protocol 
All cell lines were cultured in 37⁰C and 5% CO2 with hygienic condition which is the normal 
condition for most of cells. Cells were maintained in monolayer culture with adherent manner on 
plastic culture dishes. MCF10A culture media recipes are following: 500ml DMEM/F12 with 
25ml horse serum, 100ul of 100mg/ml EGF, 250ul of 1mg/ml hydrocortisone, 50ul of 1mg/ml 
cholera toxin, 500ul of 10mg/ml insulin, and 5ml Pen/Strep. MDA-MB-231 media recipes are: 
500ml Leibovitz’s L-15 media with 10% of fetal bovine serum. HUVEC media recipes are the 
following: Medium 200 (Invitrogen) with 2% fetal bovine serum, 1ug/ml hydrocortisone, 
10ng/ml human epidermal growth factor, 3ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor, and 10ug/ml 
heparin. Lastly, C2C12 cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum. All cells 
were maintained in Galaxy® 48 R CO2 incubators with 37⁰C and 5% CO2 level with no control 
of O2. Enough amount of Media was supplied to each culture dish. In case of T25 flask, which 
has 25cm2 area of growth area, 5ml of media was provided. Medium in each cell culture dish is 
replaced every 3-4 days, so the cells always had fresh supplements which also maintained the 
proper pH level (Joaquin 2014). 
 
2.2.3 Cell thawing protocol 
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Cells delivered from ATCC or stored in liquid nitrogen tank should be thawed before any 
procedure. Cells are usually stored in liquid nitrogen with a small vial, 1.5ml vial for example. 
One must thaw cells as fast as the cells are out of the liquid nitrogen tank, since the slow thawing 
might kill the cells. 37⁰C water bath can be used to thaw the vial. Within 3 minutes, cells are 
ready to be resuspended. Pre-warmed growth media is used for resuspend. Cells are then 
transferred to centrifuge tube to be centrifuged. After the centrifuge, the supernatant is removed 
carefully. The cell pellet is resuspended by the pre-warmed growth media. Cells are then diluted 
by the growth media and seeded to new culture dishes. After two hours in an incubator, the time 
cells attach to the surface of the culture dish, the old media should be removed and replaced with 
new media. 
 
2.2.4 Cell passaging protocol 
Above mentioned cells are all adherent cells, so they should be passaged before they reach the 
maximum confluence. The old media was first removed from the culture dish. Cells were gently 
washed by phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove the serum, calcium and magnesium ion 
which prevent the reaction of trypsin later. Then the culture dish was treated with TrypLE™, the 
dissociation reagent which can be stored in normal temperature for 2-5 minutes in room 
temperature. The adequate amount of use is to barely cover the surface. In case of the T25 flask, 
1.5-3ml of TrypLE™ is enough. Some cell types, especially MCF10A, tend to take more time to 
detach. If that is the case, putting the dish in an incubator may help the process. Tapping also 
expedite the detachment process. When more than 90% of the cells were detached from the 
surface, PBS was added to dilute the dissociation reagent and the whole mixture was dispersed 
by pipetting over the surface several times. Then the cells were transferred to a centrifuge tube, 
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and then centrifuged at 150×g for 10 minutes. After the centrifuge, the supernatant is removed 
carefully. The cell pellet was then resuspended by pre-warmed media. Finally, cells were diluted 
by the growth media and seeded to new culture dishes. 
 
2.2.5 Cell chamber setting for live cell imaging 
The cell chamber was made to provide the proper environment for cells. The chamber was 
loosely sealed with transparent cover, and the inside temperature was maintained at 37 degree, 
which is the common protocol for cell growing. The temperature was maintained by a self-
regulating heating cable connected with a PID controller which gives a relay output. The heating 
cable surrounded the cell chamber 360⁰ and the end was split into two then totally covered by an 
insulator. A 5% CO2 cylinder was connected to a humid chamber, and the humid chamber was 
connected to the cell chamber to provide adequate amount of CO2 level and humid for cell 
growth. The chamber was fixed on the Olympus ix51 phase contrast microscope’s stand to 
capture the sequence images. 
 
2.2.6 PDMS pattern 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the most widely used silicon based polymer, especially in 
biomedical field. It is transparent, inert, cheap, biocompatible, and comparably easy to make. 
PDMS stiffness is the one physical characteristic which can be controlled by changing curing 
time, curing temperature, and crosslinking ratio. There are several ways to produce PDMS wavy 
patterns. Buckling technique is used to generate from millimeter scale waviness to sub-
micrometer scale waviness. Grigola explained three different buckling based techniques in his 
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thesis (Grigola, 2013). First, the PDMS pieces, usually the size of a glass slide, are stretched with 
a stretcher, and plasma oxidized for few minutes. The plasma oxidized PDMS can be used by 
releasing the strain slowly, or the other thinner plasma oxidized PDMS made by spin coating is 
attached on the PDMS, and the mismatched strain of the two PDMS makes waviness when the 
strain is released. This method might produce larger patterns generally. 
The other way is to make a replica of a diffraction gratings. These diffraction gratings have 
various wavelengths for optical experiments. By pouring PDMS on the surface of the gratings, 
one can replicate the waviness of the diffraction gratings. This is a very simple way to produce a 
clean and accurate desired wavelengths. Once the desired wavelengths of PDMS were made by 
either buckling or replication of the diffraction gratings, the wavy patterns were used to make 
stiffer molds with 5 min epoxy. 5 min Epoxy is an adhesive which has higher stiffness when it is 
solidified. Since the PDMS wavy patterns have low stiffness and may cause the collapse of the 
surface after several use, the epoxy which has higher stiffness is introduced as a mold to produce 
the same wavy patterns massively. Since the PDMS and 5 min Epoxy are hydrophobic, they do 
not need any surface treatment to attach and detach. If the PDMS was oxidized for the buckling 
procedure, then the PDMS surface should be treated with TDFS (Grigola, 2013).  
 
2.2.7 Stiffness simulation with FEM 
Matrigel™™ on a PDMS wavy pattern is assumed 3D environment which has continuous 
stiffness gradient. The stiffness gradient changes along with the PDMS wavy pattern such a way 
that the peak of the PDMS has the highest stiffness and the trough has the lowest stiffness. Finite 
Element Analysis had been done to calculate the stiffness gradient change along the pattern. For 
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each simulation, PDMS had been assumed as a boundary since the stiffness of PDMS is much 
higher than those of Matrigel™. The Matrigel™ had been assumed as a linearly elastic, 
homogeneous, isotropic material with Poisson’s ratio had been set for 0.4999, and the elastic 
modulus of 300Pa (Wood et al., 2010). PDMS patterns were assumed as sinusoidal surface so a 
sinusoidal line was drawn according to x coordinate. The top of the Matrigel™ were assumed as 
flat surface and expanded on x-y plane. Small constant traction forces was stimulated on the 
Matrigel™ surface along the x direction, then the deformation was simulated. The stiffness then 
calculated by the relation between the traction force and the deformation. The stiffness gradients 
for each patterns were also calculated from the stiffness along the pattern. 
 
2.2.8 Cell seeding in 3D matrix 
First, the prepared PDMS patterns were attached under the culture dish which already had a 
small hole for that. Then the PDMS and the culture dish were sanitized by 100% ethanol and 
PBS and dried well in a 4⁰C refrigerator. The PDMS pattern was covered with Matrigel™™ 
(60% of laminin, 30% of collagen IV, and 8% of entactin) about 1um thickness since the thicker 
Matrigel™ layer might cause the failed results. This is the minimum thickness to cover the peak 
of the PDMS pattern. To prevent the rapid solidification of the Matrigel™, which has a gel phase 
under 4⁰C, the pipette tip was previously stored in a refrigerator. Once the pattern was fully 
covered by the Matrigel™, the plate was stored in the 4⁰C refrigerator for one hour to ensure the 
flat and even distribution of the gel. After one hour, the plate was moved to the 37⁰C incubator 
for Matrigel™ gelation. After 30 minutes in the incubator, the prepared cells were seeded on the 
surface of the Matrigel™ with the minimum growth media. Then the plates were moved back to 
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the incubator for cells to attach to the surface of the gel. After 15 minutes of incubation, the old 
media was replaced with fresh growth media with 2% of Matrigel™. The plate was then moved 
to the cell chamber for live imaging. 
 
2.2.9 Cell image capturing setting 
The phase contrast inverted microscope (Olympus IX51) was used for live cell imaging. The 
magnitude was 10x with common phase annulus. Olympus’s “Cell Sense” software was used to 
take sequence images every 5 minutes while the cell chamber temperature, humidity, and CO2 
level were maintained at the proper condition for cell growth. Each sequence of images were 
taken at least 24 hours. The peaks of the patterns were pre-marked for later analysis.  
 
2.2.10 Cell migration velocity 
The captured image sequences were divided from one peak to the next peak for velocity analysis. 
Point tracking function in imageJ was used. A cell at each frame was tracked by hand, and saved 
as excel format. After all the cells at the first frame were tracked, the output excel files were 
imported to the MATLAB for further analysis. In the MATLAB code, the location of the paroral 
direction to the peak was ignored, and only the direction perpendicular the peaks were 
considered for the velocity analysis. The peaks of the PDMS patterns were set as reference points 
and the distances from the points to the locations of each cells were weighted. Gaussian 
distribution function was used to evaluate the weighted values. The weighted values were then 
multiplied with the velocities of cell for each frames. After that, the sum of these values was 
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divided by the sum of the weighted value to calculate the average velocities at each points. The 
calculated velocities were combined with the stiffness simulation data for the further analysis. 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
 
2.3.1 Experimental results 
During the first 24 hours in the experiment, MCF10A cells plated on the wavy patterns moved 
toward the peak of the PDMS wavy patterns. Especially, cells near the peaks moved to the 
nearest peak quickly by forming clusters. Once cells reached to the peak and formed a cluster, 
they moved along with the peak in parallel. Some cells in the trough did not migrate from the 
valley and stayed there. However, on the small PDMS patterns, this phenomenon did not happen. 
Figure 2-1 shows the time lapse sequence images every 4 hours. After the migration, cells 
formed alignment or clusters depending on their cell types. Even though the most of the 
experiments were done with MCF10A cells, other cell lines showed the similar results. Figure 2-
2 shows the different morphology of each cell lines after 24 hours of experiment. 
The cross section figure 2-3 shows better image of the location of the cells in the gel. Since the 
cells tend to move toward the stiffer part of the gel, which is the peak of the PDMS pattern, the 
cells formed aggregates along with each peaks. 
 
2.3.2 Simulation results 
In each job results, the deformation of the Matrigel™ was simulated and shown. Every job 
results was stimulated with different points of traction force along with x direction. One of the 
GUI job results is shown in Figure 2-4. After all jobs were completed, only the deformations and 
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the points of traction force information were extracted from each odb files. Inverse of the 
deformation was multiplied by the traction force to calculate the stiffness at each point. Figure 2-
5 represents drawn before and after butter worth low-pass filter. As expected, the stiffness was 
continuous but not linear. The stiffness gradient of wavelength 750um pattern is shown in Figure 
2-6. The mean velocity vs the stiffness gradient graphs are shown in Figure 2-7. 
 
2.3.3 Discussion 
As the data shown in Figure 2-8, it is obvious that cells respond to “effective stiffness” in three-
dimensional culture environment, rather than the modulus of the material. We also demonstrated 
that the migration speeds of cells are related to the stiffness gradient. The study is especially 
meaningful since we demonstrated the methods to provide continuous stiffness gradient three-
dimensional matrix without changing any other properties of the matrix of culture environment. 
The qui-square test was done for the mean velocity values (Figure 2-9) and it shows that the data 
doesn’t follow the normal distribution. Therefore, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was done 
for the calculation of p-value. Between each error bar points for all data figures, the values have 
statistically significant differences. As shown in Figure 2-8, cell migration velocity does not 
change much with the stiffness of the matrix. Although the scalar values of velocity on a certain 
stiffness are similar to each other, there were no relationship between the stiffness and the mean 
velocity of cells. On the other hand, the mean velocity of cell migration increases almost linearly 
with the stiffness gradient. With the all experimental data, there is a clear linear relationship 
between the mean velocity of cells and the stiffness gradient with R square value 0.6. This results 
are consistent with the previous work on two-dimensional hydrogel (Isenberg et al., 2009). In 
addition, the data implies that there might be a limit of stiffness gradient which cells are capable 
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of sensing. In Figure 2-8, the mean velocity of cell migration increases with the increasing 
stiffness gradient until certain points, and then suddenly stops increasing. Even though their 
mechanisms are different, the similar limit exists in chemotaxis (Fuller et al., 2010). This result 
supports the assumption that the durotaxis response is parallel to the chemotaxis (Isenberg et al., 
2009). 
There are at least two theories to explain the mechanism of this phenomenon. Plotnikov and 
Waterman proposed the first theory that transient focal adhesions of cells are reinforced by a 
stiffness dependent mechanism. In the theory, cells migration behavior is mediated by the 
tugging motion on focal adhesion. Therefore, the theory implies that cells migrate faster when 
the stiffness differences between the opposing ends of cells are greater (Plotnikov and 
Waterman, 2013). The second theory proposes that the difference level of Ca2+ ions on the 
opposing ends of cells is the cause of durotaxis (Mammoto et al., 2013). The theory goes on to 
say that the focal adhesions on higher stiffness points generate higher contraction frequency, 
causing higher activation of stretch-mediated Ca2+ channels which increase the possibility of cell 
migration. As a result, cell migration occurs toward higher stiffness region. In either case, our 
results provide a strong evidence to the notion that the durotaxis mechanism might be related to 
the feedback difference on the opposing ends of cells. 
Despite the encouraging result of this study, there are several limits still exist in the experiment. 
First, the mean velocities at each points show large errors. This is because some of the cells 
aggregate during the migration and stopped their motion toward the peak which is relevant to the 
second problem. Second, even though we successfully provided the three-dimensional culture 
environment with continuous stiffness gradient for durotaxis, we could not remove the cell-cell 
interaction effect in the experiment. In other words, plithotaxis, which explains the collective cell 
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guidance, might come into play for the migration behavior (Trepat and Fredberg, 2011). A recent 
research reported that plithotaxis has an important role on the collective cell guidance in three-
dimensional environment (Tambe et al., 2011). Thus, it is highly possible that the stagnant 
motion of aggregated cells in the experiment was caused by the effect of plithotaxis. Lastly, the 
quantitative analysis is still missing. Though we were able to show some of the quantitative 
information about the stiffness gradient limit for cell migration, more precise quantitative values 
should be determined before making any conclusion. We expect that a linearly increasing 
stiffness gradient matrix would be helpful for solving the gap. 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
 
In the study, we showed that the cells move toward the region where the “effective stiffness” is 
higher in three-dimensional matrix. Further data analysis also demonstrated that cell migration 
velocity has the linear relationship with stiffness gradient with some saturation. The method was 
able to provide the continuous three dimensional stiffness gradient environment without 
changing the physical properties of the matrix. The results can be applied to many 
bioengineering field such as tissue engineering to design a scaffold, regenerative medicine to 
control the cell migration velocity and mechanobiology to consider the stiffness gradient effect 
on the cell migration behavior. 
Future work should be done to minimize the error in the data to prove the clear relationship 
between cell migration velocity and stiffness gradient of the 3D environment. More experiments 
with various patterns and cell type will be able to prove the consistency of stiffness gradient 
effects on cells and establish quantitative relation for each cell types.  
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2.5 Figures 
 
 
Figure 2-1 Time lapse images of MCF10A cells. The images were taken every 4 hours with the phase contrast 
microscope. The cells were dispersed randomly at t=0. The peak of the PDMS pattern, the center, is the stiffest 
region in the matrix. The most of the MCF10A cells migrated toward the center, the peak of the PDMS pattern and 
formed clusters. Some cells aggregated on the other region and remained there. The scale bar is 200um (Joaquin, 
2014). 
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Figure 2-2 Cell migration and aggregation of different cell types. Even though the morphologies are different, all of 
them showed the same migration behavior, which moved toward the peak of the PDMS patterns. (A) HUVEC, (B) 
MCF10A, (C) C2C12, and (D) MDA-MB-231 cells (Joaquin 2014).  
 
 
Figure 2-3 The cross section image of 750um PDMS-Matrigel with cells. The black region is Matrigel and it was 
plated on the PDMS pattern. Cells were congregated at the each peaks and showed the patterned clusters (Joaquin, 
2014). 
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Figure 2-4 One of the ABAQUS/CAE simulation results. Blue meshes are the Matrigel on the 1400um PDMS 
pattern. The yellow arrow represents the applied traction force on the Matrigel. The changed color illustrates the 
deformation result driven by the force. The deformation result was then used to calculate the stiffness of the region 
of Matrigel according to the Hooke’s law, k = F/d where k is the stiffness, F is the applied force, and d is the 
deformation. The same calculation was repeated for every simulation points along with the x coordinate (Joaquin, 
2014). 
 
 
Figure 2-5 Stiffness of Matrigel on the 750um PDMS pattern. The left figure is the raw data and the right is the 
filtered data. As expected, the peak of the PDMS has the highest stiffness value and the tough has the lowest 
stiffness. The 4th order low pass butter worth filter was applied with cutoff frequency of 7% of sample rates. 
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Figure 2-6 Stiffness gradient figure of the 750um PDMS. The stiffness gradient values are the highest around the 
100um from the peak. Stiffness gradient converges to 0 at the each peaks. 
 
Figure 2-7 Velocity profile of cells on 750μm pattern (left) and 1400μm pattern (right). The horizontal mean 
velocity at each error bar points has statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) by Mann-Whitney U test. 
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Figure 2-8 Correlation analysis between migration velocities and stiffness profiles (up), migration velocities and 
stiffness gradient profiles (down). In the stiffness figure, the trend line does not show any correlation. On the other 
hand, the overall coefficient of determination of the regression is 0.5394 in stiffness gradient figure. 
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Figure 2-9 Chi-square test for the velocity data. The data distribution (blue) does not follow the normal distribution 
(normal). 
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3. Cell alignment on wavy patterns 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Alignment phenomena refers “the spatial and oriented organization of cells and collagen” (Zhu 
et al., 2005). Cell alignment is one of the most widely studied issues in tissue engineering such as 
muscle cell alignment (Gokhin and Fowler, 2013), neuron cell development (Pacary et al., 2012), 
bone structure (Lanfer et al., 2009), and extra cellular matrix (ECM) alignment. Especially, 
axially aligned muscle cells play a critical role in effective contraction of striated muscle tissues 
(Valentin and Humphrey, 2009). In striated muscle fibers, most of cells which form 
myofilaments and myofibrils are aligned one direction to provide efficient active forces 
(Wakelam, 1985). These striated muscle tissues generate contractile forces for heart beating, 
muscle stretching and contraction (Li et al., 2014). Several attempts were made to create the 
aligned patterns of muscle cells in vitro, including cyclic substrates or scaffolds stretching (Pang 
et al., 2011), fluidic shear stress (Ng et al., 2005), compression (Girton et al., 2002), surface 
chemical treatment (Li et al., 2014), and electrical signals (Tandon et al., 2013). Topographical 
patterning is one of these techniques to control the cell alignment with micro/nano-grooves 
(Clark et al., 1991), pillars (Walunas et al., 1994), pits (Moroni and Lee, 2009), and fibrous 
scaffolds (Kim and Mooney, 1998). Among those, micro and nano scale grooves are the most 
widely studied area. The grooves are typically arranged in repeating patterns with specific depth 
and width. Many researchers have performed the cell alignment and assembly experiments on 
micro/nano grooves in two-dimensional culture environment (Nikkhah et al., 2012), but the 
mechanism of the phenomenon is still unclear. 
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Grigola and his colleagues made wavy patterns with round edges to study the dominant 
parameter for cell alignment (Grigola et al., 2014). They determined the following non-
dimensional parameter which characterizes the cell alignment availability of wavy patterns: 
Φ = √
𝜆𝑑
𝐿2
/1 +
𝜅−1
𝐿
 
where λ is the wavelength of the sinusoidal surface, d is the amplitude, and κ is the effective 
curvature, and L is the size of the individual cells when they are stretched. Cells are aligned 
when the sensitive parameter Φ is greater than 0.01, while cells does not align when the Φ is less 
than 0.01. However, they also discovered that if Φ is between 0.001 and 0.01 and cells are 
confluent enough, they starts aligning. The result implies the cell-cell interaction, or plithotaxis 
plays a huge role in cell alignment on 2D culturing. However, more clear evidence would be 
needed before making any conclusion. To be specific, experiments without cell-cell adhesion 
should be performed to prove that plithotaxis indeed affect the topographical pattern driven cell 
alignment.  
The goal of this study is to understand the cell alignment phenomena in vitro 2D culture on wavy 
patterns. Also, we would like to determine the effect of cell-cell interaction or plithotaxis in cell 
alignment. Various PDMS patterns with different wavelengths and depths are prepared to 
confirm the Φ parameter availability even in larger patterns (millimeter scale). Then anti-N-
cadherin antibody is used to block the cell junction between cells to observe the effect of 
plithotaxis on cell alignment. 
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3.2 Methods 
 
3.2.1 PDMS Pattern 
The PDMS pattern was fabricated by the simple depositing methods. First, PDMS sheets were 
prepared using Sylgard 184 PDMS (Dow Corning) with 10:1 crosslinker ratio. The prepared 
PDMS patterns were then cut into the size of a glass slide and put on the slide. A clip binder 
fixed the one end of the PDMS and linear strain was given to it. After the strain was given, the 
other end was also fixed with a clip binder. The strain range was from 4% to 10%. Then the glass 
slide with strained PDMS was put into a sputter machine and platinum gold was sputtered for 
0.5-2minutes. The relationship between the strain, the thickness of depositing material, the 
wavelengths of wrinkled PDMS 𝜆0 is given by the following equations (Yang et al., 2010). 
𝜆0 = 2𝜋𝑡(
𝐸𝑓̅̅ ̅
3𝐸𝑠̅̅ ̅
)
1
3⁄  
where t is the thickness of the thin film, 𝐸𝑓̅̅ ̅ and 𝐸𝑠̅̅ ̅ are the plane strain modulus of the thin film 
and the bottom substrate defined as the function of the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s 
ratio v. 
?̅? =
𝐸
(1 − 𝜈2)
 
On the other hand, the amplitude of the wrinkled pattern can be written as 
𝐴0 = 𝑡(
𝜀0
𝜀𝑐
− 1)
1
2⁄  
where 𝜀0 is the applied strain and 𝜀𝑐 is the critical strain give as 
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𝜀𝑐 = −
1
4
(
3𝐸𝑠̅̅ ̅
𝐸𝑓̅̅ ̅
)
2
3⁄  
The parameters of the PDMS patterns used in the experiments are listed in Table 3-1. 
After the sputtering, the strain was slowly released and made a buckling pattern. The pattern was 
then replicated to other PDMS for cell experiment. Figure 3-1 and 3-2 are a phase contrast image 
and an AFM image of a pattern. 
 
3.2.2 Cell seeding 
First, the PDMS patterns were fixed to a 35mm petri dish. The PDMS patterns were plasma 
oxidized for 2 minutes with 100W. Then the patterns were treated with 20uM fibronectin for 2 
hours in 37 degree and washed out three times with PBS. Immediately after the coating, C2C12 
cells were seeded on the patterns with 4000 cells/cm2. The petri dish was then moved to the cell 
chamber with 37C and 5% CO2 level with proper humidity. After that, the chamber was set 
under the phase contrast microscope for time lapse imaging. The images were taken for more 
than 24 hours. 
To remove the effect of cell-cell interaction, the monoclonal anti-N-Cadherin antibody (mouse 
lgG1 isotype) (Sigma-Aldrich) was adopted in the following experiment. A working antibody 
concentration of 20ug/ml was used to block the N-Cadherin on the C2C12 cells to remove the 
cell-cell interaction. MDA-MB-231 cells were also used as a control group since they do not 
express the N-cadherin on the cell membranes.  
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3.3 Results and discussion 
 
As we expected based on the phi parameter, the cells seeded on the PDMS patterns, which phi 
values were greater than 0.01, aligned well with the wavy patterns. Even in the case where the 
wavelength of the pattern was few times greater than the size of cells, C2C12 cells immediately 
aligned parallel to the waviness. Figure 3-3 and 3-4 show the cell alignments on the different 
pattern sizes. 
Comparing the control which did not use the antibody and the experimental group, the Anti-N-
Cadherin antibody did not affect the cell alignment in the experiment. Both the control group and 
the experimental group showed alignment on the patterns. This means either the cell-cell 
interaction does not play a role in cell alignment or the antibody did not function as we expected. 
Another experiment with MDA-MB-231 also showed the consistent result. One possible scenario 
is that the concentration of the antibody was too low to block the enough amount of N-Cadherin 
which act as adherent agents. Thus, increasing the concentration of the antibody will be helpful 
to remove the cell-cell interaction. Several groups succeeded to block N-cadherin using the 
similar protocol (Ganzler-Odenthal and Redies, 1998; Li et al., 2001; Ferreira-Cornwell et al., 
2000) Also, according to Grigola’s work (Grigola et al., 2014), phi value over 0.01 pattern 
showed immediate alignment with C2C12 cells before cell interactions. If the effect of the cell-
cell interaction is subtle, the effect of Anti-N-Cadherin would not be clear too. The experimental 
group results also support this assumption since the C2C12 cells during experiment started align 
even though they were sparse and there were no cell-cell adhesion. This means that the 
individual cells can align by themselves without cell-cell interaction. Therefore, if the cells are 
plated on a PDMS pattern where an individual cell cannot align by itself and need a cell-cell 
interaction to align, the effect of the Anti-N-Cadherin would be more obvious. In the future 
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experiments, PDMS patterns with phi value ranging from 0.001 to 0.01 must be used to observe 
the cell-cell interaction more clearly. However, it might be impossible to eliminate the cell-cell 
interaction by solely removing the N-Cadherin junction. Cells have many other cadherin and 
junction system other than N-cadherin. It might be the case that the role of N-cadherin is minor 
for cell-cell interaction. Therefore, further research to find out a way to remove the cell-cell 
interaction should be performed for the future study. 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
 
In this project, we tried to further explore the topographical patterning guidance for cell 
alignment in vitro two-dimensional culture. In addition, cell-cell interaction or plithotaxis effect 
on cell migration was also studied. The experiments without the anti-N-Cadherin antibody 
proved that the availability of sensitivity parameter Φ was also applicable even in the case where 
the wavelengths of the substrate is few times larger than the size of the cells. About the anti-N-
cadherin experiment, the next experiments would be performed on the wavy substrates where the 
sensitivity parameter is between 0.001 and 0.01, and the antibody concentration is increased. In 
addition, a methods to remove the cell-cell interaction entirely since there are other cell adhesion 
points other than N-cadherin. 
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3.5 Tables and Figures 
 
Table 3-1 Various PDMS patterns used in the experiments. The thickness of the thin film is determined by the 
specification of the depositing machine which can coat samples 15nm/min. The red values are the PDMSs that have 
wrinkled pattern in theory but did not actually make the wavy pattern because the thickness of the thin film was too 
thin. 
Thickness (nm) Strain Wavelength λ(um) Half Amplitude (um) φ 
0.007 0.05 1.054069444 0.074697442 0.004647481 
0.007 0.1 1.054069444 0.105869805 0.005543059 
0.015 0.05 2.258720236 0.160065947 0.009888367 
0.015 0.1 2.258720236 0.226863868 0.011818406 
0.030 0.05 4.517440472 0.320131894 0.019517592 
0.030 0.1 4.517440472 0.453727737 0.023416586 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Phase contrast image of the wrinkled PDMS pattern (wavelength 4.5 um). The grooves are aligned 
vertically. The horizontal lines on the figure are cracks. Due to the small wavelengths, the aligned patterns does not 
show up in the phase contrast image, while the large cracks appear in the image. 
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Figure 3-2 AFM profiles of the wrinkled pattern. The wavelength and amplitude showed similar results with the 
estimated values 4.5um and 800nm.   
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Figure 3-3 Cell alignment on 320um wavelength pattern. As seen on the image, the peaks of PDMS were aligned 
vertically and celled aligned along the pattern. The sensitivity parameter Φ is 1.2. 
 
Figure 3-4 Cell alignment with the antibody on 4.5um wavelength pattern. The sensitivity parameter Φ is 0.02. The 
wrinkled pattern was aligned horizontally. As we predicted, the cells aligned along the pattern.  
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Figure 3-5 Comparison between control (left) and treated (right) C2C12 cells on flat culture dish. The anti-N-
Cadherin antibody was treated on the right. 
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4. Cell interaction with micro 3D structures 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In tissue engineering, controlling cell migration and their development are the crucial factors for 
producing a desired organism. Since most cells in vitro act differently with cell in vivo, external 
stimulation should be applied to control cell behavior. Scaffold based techniques are well-
established methods for controlling cell development. Cells are seeded on a certain shape of 
scaffold, then cells align or stretch for certain way depending on the scaffold. These scaffolds act 
as the ECM and interact with cells with various ways. For 3D scaffolds, both biodegradable and 
non-biodegradable materials have been studied and used for many years. While the 
biodegradable scaffolds are characteristically more similar to in vivo, their fragility and 
difficulties of handling are the obstacles. On the other hand, non-degradable scaffolds are 
comparably easier to handle and can be complicating shapes (Novosel et al., 2011). Therefore, to 
study cell development which solely depend on the shape of scaffolds, non-degradable scaffolds 
are better choice. 
Three different three-dimensional artificial scaffolds were used in this study: self-rolled-up 
tubule structure, solenoidal ribbon structure, and lifted-up table structure. 
The self-rolled-up tubule scaffolds were made of silicon nitride thin films, deposited in PECVD 
system (Froeter et al., 2013). The basic concept of self-rolling behavior is the epitaxial mismatch 
strained layers. The final rolling direction is determined by the length and width of the 
membrane and the diameter of the rolled-up tube (Chun et al., 2010). In this study, all tubes were 
designed to roll up from the long side. The rolling behavior is determined by the energetics of the 
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final states, the history of rolling process, and the kinetic control of the etching anisotropy (Chun 
et al., 2010). This particular structure is useful in biological application, since the structure is 
transparent and the self-rolling-up behavior does not require any bio-harmful solution. Also, it is 
intriguing that the transition from 2D to 3D structure occurs after the cell seeding, leading 
numerous ways to interact with cells. Furthermore, the tubule structure can be related to the 
vascularized system which is the biggest reason for the lack of in vitro engineered tissues 
(Novosel et al., 2011). The time evolution of membrane rolling up images are shown in Figure 4-
1. The lifted-up table scaffolds are made of silicon. The table part is supported by four legs from 
each sides and lifted from the substrate. Since the table structure is highly lifted from the 
substrate surface, each tables are isolated and form a free circular space. The diameter of the 
table is 250um on which more than tens of cells can be seeded simultaneously. The scaffold is 
opaque, thus requires fluorescent microscopy for imaging. 
The solenoidal ribbon structures are made of silicon nitrogen which is transparent material. 
Because the structure provides three-dimensional substrates for cell growth with limited width. 
Only small part of the structure is attached to the substrate, isolating most of the scaffold region 
from the substrate. Since the width of the ribbon structure is smaller than the full stretched 
C2C12 cells, we can expect unique cell development on the scaffold. 
The ribbon structure and table structure scaffolds used in the following experiments were coated 
with human fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich) to increase the adherence. The scaffolds were treated 
with 20uM fibronectin for 2 hours in 37 degree and washed out with PBS since this is the 
normally used fibronectin coating protocol. C2C12 cells passaging number between 5 and 20 are 
seeded after the treatment with the same protocol which mentioned above sections. 
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4.2 Methods 
 
4.2.1 Cell seeding protocol for the table structure 
Since the table structure scaffolds were made of silicon with few micrometer thickness, thus not 
transparent, the cell seeding protocol for the scaffolds need few more steps to properly observe 
the cell behaviors. First, the scaffolds were treated with fibronectin. During the time, stained 
cells were prepared with CellTracker™ Orange CMRA dye. After the fibronectin treatment was 
over, the cells were seeded on the scaffold while the scaffold table was facing up. The cells were 
then moved to an incubator to be attached to the scaffold table surface for 40 minutes. A small 
piece of PDMS was prepared as a supporting panel. The thickness of the PDMS sheet should be 
larger than the height of the scaffold table from the scaffold substrate. Then a hole was made on 
the PDMS which size was larger the entire scaffolds. Once the PDMS sheet was attached to a 
cell culture dish, the scaffold with cells were installed on the dish by flipping over so that the 
scaffold table faced down. By doing so, the cells attached to the scaffold table were heading to 
the direction where the fluorescence light came.  
 
4.2.2 Cell staining and seeding protocol 
CellTracker™ Orange CMRA dye (Life Technologies) was pre-warmed in normal temperature. 
5ul of anhydrous Dimethysulfoxide (DMSO) was added to a 20ug bottle of CellTracker Orange 
bottle to make 10mM stock solution. The stock solution was then diluted by serum-free medium 
to make a 10uM working solution. The growth media of C2C12 contains serum, so DMEM or 
PBS should be used for the dilution. Once the working solution was made, the trypsinized cells 
were prepared and stained in working solution for 45 minutes in 37C 5% CO2 condition. After 
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the stain, the cells were put into a centrifuge and resuspended by the growth media. Finally, the 
cells were seeded on the desired microstructure. In case of the ribbon structure and the tubule 
structure, this stain process was skipped since the materials were transparent. 
In the tubule structure experiment, the growth media and PBS were mixed with 1:1 ratio to 
promote the etching process. 
 
4.2.3 Fluorescence microscopy 
Olympus inverted microscope (IX 51) was used for fluorescence microscopy. The light source 
was a proprietary 120W mercury vapor short arc (X-cite 120PC Q) controlled by a custom made 
program. The custom made program opens and closes the shutter of the fluorescence illuminator 
so that the fluorophores were excited only for the minimum amount of time, usually 1.5 seconds, 
during the experiment. This prevented the photo-bleaching which normally occurs when 
fluorophores are exposed to light for too long. Also, this procedure was necessary for cells to live 
during the experiment. This is because the intensity of the light was too strong compared to the 
light used during the phase contrast microscopy, cells might die if they are exposed for a long 
time. Figure 4-2 shows the cell apoptosis caused by the continuous exposure of the light. The 
opening time was synchronized with the image taking sequential time. The TRITC filter 
(Olympus) was used to generate 532 – 554nm wavelength light to excite the Cell Tracker Orange 
CellTracker™ Orange CMRA dye which absorbs 548nm light the most. Then the filter passed 
the wavelength ranged from 570nm to 613nm since the fluorophores emit 576nm light the most.  
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1 Tubule structure 
There are two possible interaction occurring in the tubule experiments: cells affecting tubule 
etching behavior and tubule etching affecting cell stretching or alignment. Both possibilities are 
considered thoroughly and compared with the control cases. 
On the larger pattern experiments, the tubules which were covered by large number of cells 
didn’t show the etching behaviors while the tubules which were not covered at all showed 
etching. On the other hand, when tubules are covered with only few cells, they showed twisted 
etching. Sometimes, those tubules showed standing up behavior which didn’t appear in the 
control experiments. These are the evidence of cell stretching or attachment forces affect the 
tubule etching behaviors. On the smaller pattern experiments, most tubes did not show the rolling 
up. Figure 4-3 and 4-4 show the time lapse phase contrast images. In the first experiment where 
the initial cell concentration was low, all tubes rolled up. The second experiment started with 
higher initial cell concentration and membranes which interacted before etching did not roll up. 
In control experiments, some tubules did not etched at all and rolled up different ways. Figure 4-
5 shows the anisotropic etching behavior of the scaffold. Since the behavior of tubules on the 
solution are not consistent, it is hard to conclude how cells interact with tubules. In Froeter’s 
paper, they used KOH, H2O2, or SCI solution (5-DI:1-30%H2O2:1-30%NH4OH) for the etching 
behavior (Froeter et al., 2013). Even though the tubule scaffolds were designed to roll up in any 
kind of solution, this solution difference might affect their etching behavior. However, in live 
cell experiments, these solutions cannot be used.  
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4.3.2 Table structure 
In the table scaffold experiments, we were able to see that the cells were indeed attached to the 
surface using fluorescence microscopy. Figure 4-6 shows the cell attachment and growth on the 
scaffold. However, there were only few cells observed, and many of them did not develop as 
they did on a normal culture condition. 
The plausible explanation of the cell apoptosis is that the cells either died during the flipping or 
they could not take the stress from the fluorescent light. No matter what the cause of the 
problem, the protocol should be changed for the future experiment. Moreover, the quality of the 
fluorescent microscopy was inferior to the phase contrast microscopy. This is because the 
fluorescent microscopy’s lens setting was exactly the same as the phase contrast microscopy 
which means it was wide field imaging. The confocal microscopy imaging which is spot-
scanning technique would improve the quality of the image, but it is impossible to perform the 
confocal microscopy with the current microscope setting. A transparent sample with different 
material would be a good solution to remove the both possible problem. If the sample is 
transparent, we can use phase contrast microscope rather than fluorescent microscope which also 
rules out the reason to flip the scaffold. In addition, we also suggest that the table structure with 
strip space would give more interesting result. The following figure shows the phase contrast 
image of a newly made transparent table structure with empty strip spaces. These empty spaces 
make different width of structures so that we can analyze the width effect of scaffold to cell 
behavior. 
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4.3.3 Ribbon structure 
In the ribbon scaffold experiments, cells were observed using the phase contrast microscopy. 
Since the scaffold was a three-dimensional structure, the focus plane of the microscope had a 
limited view on the scaffold. During the sequential image taking, the focus plane was set to the 
top plane of the ribbon. Even with the limited view, we were able to observe the cell growth and 
migration behavior of the C2C12 cells along with the ribbon scaffold. Figure 4-7 shows the 
sudden path change of the C2C12 cells on the ribbon. This might suggest that cells prefer the 
edge of scaffold to grow, and even after the proliferation so that they are not constrained by the 
edge effect, cells tend to migrate toward the edge of the ribbon structure. However, the whole 
cell behaviors were missing since the focus plane was limited to just one plane. Therefore, the Z-
stack imaging is necessary in the future experiment. Using Z-stack imaging, the whole three 
dimensional ribbon structure can be captured in one image. This will enhance the cell movement 
tracking on the ribbon scaffold.  
 
4.4 Conclusion 
 
Various 2D and 3D artificial scaffolds were used in this project to study their structural 
interaction with cells. Even though there have been no significant result so far, the potential of 
the structures are promising. The self-rolling-up tubule structure can be related to the 
vasculariztion which is the key challenge in tissue engineering. The table structure with 
transparent material and the linear holes can be used for studying the substrate width effect of 
cell alignment and migration. The ribbon structure can be considered as a three-dimensional 
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scaffold with limited space. We expect that further research with the structures will elucidate the 
cell interaction with these various 2D and 3D scaffolds. 
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4.5 Figures 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1 Time evolution SEM images of the rolling up behavior of InxGal-xAs/GaAs rectangular membranes after 
Al0.75Ga0.25As layer sacrificial layer is etched in 1:2 HF:H2O solution (Chun et al., 2010). 
 
 
  
Figure 4-2 Cell apoptosis under the intense fluorescent light (MCF10A). At first (upper left) the cells were attached 
to the surface and fully stretched. In the second image (upper right), cells  
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Figure 4-3, 4-4 Time lapse images of tubule structure and cell interaction. Membrane dimension of the upper 
experiment was 225*125 um, and the bottom dimension was 250*88um. Both time lapse image sequences were 
taken from t=0 to t=24h, 8 hours between images. 
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Figure 4-5 Control experimental result for the tubule scaffold. The same solution (1:1 for the cell growth media and 
PBS) was applied in the experiment. Most tubule membranes showed the normal etching behavior (rolling up with 
the longer direction), but some of them showed twisted rolling and the rest of them did not roll up at all.  
 
 
Figure 4-6 Fluorescent image of cells on the table structure. The white dots on the upper right side of the table are 
the cells attached to the scaffold. Only those small amount of cells were successfully seeded. 
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Figure 4-7 Cell changed the path on the ribbon structure. The red mark tracked one cell that migrated along one of 
the ribbon edge and jumped to the other edge. 
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